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I AM REALLY ExCITED ABOUT THIS FINANCE EDITION OF THE  
round room.

the content is thoughtful, insightful and based on real life experiences. 
It makes the topic of “finance” far more interesting than you would 
ordinarily expect.

Many entrepreneurs would immediately be turned off reading a 
book dedicated to “finance”. However, this book is not like any other 
“finance” book. Yes, we have tried to make it look pretty with lots 
of photos and arty text. but more importantly, the information in it is 
“real” - it’s about real people, real situations and real experiences.  
And to top it all off, it’s actually really useful!

There are many myths and misunderstandings about finance in 
business. there’s a lot of talk about how good it might be to get a 
grant or cash injection. there is also a general misconception that it 
costs a lot of money to expand your business overseas. our Advisory 
board sets this straight.

I am a big fan of bruce’s comments regarding the need to have 
someone on the ground when expanding overseas. I also appreciate 
his common sense suggestion that one source of capital is your own 
expenditure.

Simon’s insights about the pitfalls of raising funds through government 
grants and equity are honest and thought provoking. His thoughts  
on targeting based on “behaviour” also challenge traditional 
marketing concepts.

As for Greg, where do I start? Greg spills out a myriad of detailed tips 
and strategies for raising funds. My favourite is about the importance 
of “smart money” - finding investors who not only provide cash, but 
offer skill sets, interest and advice needed by the business.

I hope you enjoy and “profit” from this edition of The Round Room. 
I’m sure you will find something in here that makes you look at your 
finances and opportunities in a different way. I’m also confident that 
you will not only learn a thing or two, but may even find it entertaining.

yours sincerely

Kim Mei-Li Dennis

Chair - The Round Room

foReWoRd
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Members of the round room nominated cash flow, 
financial management, raising capital & 
funding, debt collection, grants & tax as top 

issues for them and their business.

Members of the round room nominated entrepreneurs, 
business leaders and experts who they believed 

could advise them on managing these issues.

An entrepreneur, business leader and expert, each with different 
perspectives and real experience in finance, were 

invited to advise our Members. they were appointed to the round room 

Advisory board 2011.

Entrepreneurs submitted applications to discuss their particular 
finance issue with our advisory board.

two entrepreneurs were selected to participate in an online 
meeting with our advisory board. they were appointed as round 

room Entrepreneurs to Watch 2011.

Entrepreneurs were selected based on the likelihood that their 

business and particular finance issue would result in interesting 
conversation and would generate deep, thoughtful 
and high level insights which would benefit the 

membership as a whole.

the conversation from the online meeting between the entrepreneurs 

and advisors was used to create this publication.

+

+

+

+

+

+

+



intRoduction 

We invited Simon rush, bruce copland and Gregory Will 

to form a quasi-advisory board to help growing businesses 

successfully deal with financial issues. The board saw it as 

a great opportunity to help a business in need, to give 

something back to the business community and as an 

interesting intellectual challenge.

rebecca Derrington and Malcolm Lack were selected 

as our Entrepreneurs to Watch 2011. both have impressive 

businesses and fascinating finance challenges and 

opportunities.  rebecca is strategising about how to 

expand her online subscription service into the UK, US 

and canadian markets on a limited budget. Malcolm is 

exploring options for his beverage manufacturing business 

to raise funds and access government grants.

We were intrigued to hear what would transpire when 

we put these five interesting, experienced and successful 

people in “the round room” and asked them to solve a 

real business problem. What eventuated was an in depth 

and intense conversation full of gems of wisdom, strategies, 

tips, warnings and recommendations, flavoured with a 

diverse array of opinions, views and perspectives.

the round room documents the highlights of this 

conversation with the hope that you may gain some clarity, 

direction or affirmation in your own business, from the 

insights shared in this high powered get together.

www.roundroom.com.au | 9



“The commercial opTions for  funding 
Tend To be highly condiTional... so There 

is an expecTaTion of a reTurn on ThaT, an 
expecTaTion of equiTy in The business or an 

expecTaTion of conTrol and inpuT...  
some of which a business such as yours 

mighT find inTrusive and unwelcome  
versus helpful and inTeresTing. ”

10|



Simon RuSh 
PrinciPal 
razor Media  

Entrepreneurial. Considered. Surprising.

Simon rush has worked in media for over 20 years.  

Simon launched optimedia in Australia/NZ and worked 

with Qantas (launching the “I still call Australia home” 

campaign), telstra (launching “Make Life Easier”),  

toyota, Lion Nathan, Nestle/Loreal, Fairfax and 20th  

century Fox, growing optimedia into a $500m business. 

Simon founded razor Media in 2003, a recognized  

innovator in its field that has won industry awards every 

year since its inception. 

www.roundroom.com.au | 11

Entrepreneur  
areas of expertise 

business Management

business Planning & Strategy

Marketing: Planning & Strategy  

Marketing: Product/Service  

Development

Marketing: Advertising/Pr/ 

Promotions/Publicity

Social Media  

industry experience

Advertising

Art & Design

It & telecommunications

Media & Entertainment

retail & consumer Products  

transport & Logistics 

Geographic expertise

Australia

New Zealand

Singapore 

facts

• Razor Media was the Winner of the 2009 “Clothing/  

 cosmetics & retail” Award at the MFA Awards for   

 its “creating New content Platforms for Nike  

 Football” campaign. 

• Razor Media’s clients include Nike, SBS,  

 colonial First State, EFtPoS and Stuart Alexander. 

• Since its launch, Razor Media has grown to 23 staff. 



“puT somebody on The 
ground, in The Time 
zone, ThaT builds  
The neTworks, and 
does The responding 
‘real time’ in those  
parTicular areas.”
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facts

• Toga is one of Australia’s leading hospitality groups 

 with 6,700 keys under management across 52 hotels 

 and apartment hotels in Australia, New Zealand, 

 Germany, Denmark and budapest.

• Toga Hospitality was awarded 2006 Accommodation  

 chain of the year, 2006 Marketing campaign of the  

 year and 2006 best 3.5 Star Hotel presented at the  

 HM Magazine Awards.

• Toga Hospitality operates Medina Apartment Hotels,  

 Adina Apartment Hotels, Vibe Hotels and travelodge  

 Hotels around the world.

BRuce copland 
director 
toga grouP

Pragmatic. Positive. Penetrating.

bruce is a hotelier and accountant with many years 

experience spanning bermuda, cayman, Mexico, and 

Australia. Graduating from a Scottish University, his career 

includes managing pub groups, resorts, five star luxury 

hotels and other tourism and multiple outlet service 

operations. He led the SME consulting for Arthur young 

in the caribbean, implementing computer systems for 

many SMEs. Since 1986 in Australia, bruce has managed, 

at a very senior level, companies such as Western 

Resorts, Quality Pacific, Country Comfort, Austotel and 

toga Hospitality. bruce was appointed as Director of the 

toga Group in 2007 having been cEo of their Hospitality 

division for several years (Medina, Vibe and travelodge 

brands). bruce also directs McKenzie Scott & Associates 

providing business systems solutions to SMEs since 1987. 

Business Leader  
areas of expertise 
business Management

business Planning & Strategy

business Structure

buying and Selling businesses

capital raising/Funding

e-business

Exit Strategies/Succession Planning

Financial Management

Franchising/Licensing/Distribution

Grants & other Assistance

Intellectual Property

Marketing: Product/Service 
Development

Systems Development  
& Implementation

technology  

industry experience
Accounting

Administration

call centre/customer Service

construction

operations

real Estate & Property

consultancy & corporate Strategy

Hospitality & tourism  

Geographic expertise
bermuda

cayman

Mexico

Australia

Scotland



“where venTure capiTal helps is 
noT jusT The money, but ‘smart 
money’ – being the skill seTs, 
inTeresTs and advice ThaT They 
can bring To The business and 
ThaT The business needs.”
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GReGoRy Will 
Partner 
PwC PrivatE CLiEntS

Commercial. reliable. relationship Driven.

Gregory Will is a Partner and National Head of Advisory 

for Middle Market companies at Pwc in Sydney. He 

has worked in professional practice for 18 years. Greg 

assists businesses with performance improvement, cost 

reduction, strategic design and implementation to 

increase growth and deliver sustainable and measurable 

business value. He has experience in business advisory, 

audit, tax and corporate finance in both Australia and 

abroad. Greg is media spokesman for Pwc on private 

business issues and is the nominated representative 

on the firm’s global Private Client committee. He 

commentates in national and local press on increasing 

business value and regularly appears on Sky television’s 

business channel as an authority on strategically  

growing businesses. 

Expert  
areas of expertise 

Growth Strategies

business Planning & Strategy

Financial Management

tax

industry experience

retail & consumer Products 

Manufacturing/operations

Healthcare & Medical

Geographic expertise

Australia

facts

• PwC was recognised as Australia’s leading Professional  

 Services Firm (revenue over $200m) at the 2012 brW  

 client choice Awards.

• PwC was awarded 2008, 2009 and 2010 Audit Firm of  

 the year by cFo Magazine.

• PwC has offices in Africa, the Americas, Asia,  

 Asia/Pacific, Europe and the Middle East.



unBottlinG the 
uK, uS and canada 

on a BudGet
rebecca Derrington, Founder of SourceBottle,  
explores how to expand her business into the  

UK, US & Canadian markets fast with limited funds.

Sourcebottle is a free online subscription service that helps 
connect journalists and bloggers with sources so that they 
can get content for articles. It also helps businesses (and 
their public relations agencies) find opportunities to raise 
their profile and publicise their products in the media.

finance issue

rebecca wishes to expand her business internationally, 
specifically in the UK, US and Canada. She has a unique 
struggle in that she has a chicken and egg issue – she 
needs sources to be registered with the service and then 
she needs the journalists to use the service, and vice versa. 
consequently, rebecca needs to build up sources (being 
business and public relations agencies) quickly when 
launching internationally. rebecca wants to know how  
she can do this in the UK, US and Canadian markets with  
a limited budget.

Reasons for expanding to the uK, uS & canadian markets

•  To grow the business so that there are prolific numbers of  
 opportunities for businesses and public relations agencies.

•  To provide a service that gives journalists and bloggers  
 access to an enormous array of local and international  
 sources across the world. 

•  To provide an opportunity for businesses to access   
 promotional and publicity opportunities in other countries  
 where they are trying to raise their profile.

•  The business model itself is very scalable and there does  
 not appear to be a service in the UK, US or Canadian  
 markets that provides the same local opportunity at that  
 same scale.

Business vision  
to offer the 

Sourcebottle service  
in most English-

speaking countries 
around the globe  

nature of Business
online service that 

enables journalists and 
bloggers to locate 
sources to create 

content, and enables 
businesses and public 

relations agencies 
to find publicity 

opportunities

location of 
Business

VIc

Number of Staff
1-5

years of trading
3 to 5 years
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“i’ve received requests from journalists 
all over The world for a service like This 
in Their neck of The woods. iT sTarTed me 
Thinking abouT how scalable The business 

model was. The back end has been developed. 
now it’s just a question of launching  

iT inTo The markeT.”

www.roundroom.com.au | 17



Part 1 – Fishing Tactics 

REBECCA: How can I penetrate the UK, 
US and Canadian markets with a small 
budget? 

SIMON: From what 
I can see you have 
got a really tightly 
defined target group 
in both sort of subsets 
to your business, in 
both journalists and bloggers. they are 
a fairly lucid motley collection. With 
journalists and Pr agencies, both groups 
tend to be defined in where they go 
and what they do - so you know they 

are fairly easy to find. Are your issues 
around finding them or are your issues 
around communicating to them?

REBECCA: I think it’s 
probably relatively easy 
to reach journalists and 
educate them of the 
fact that the service 
exists. It’s more the end 
sources. I’m struggling 

on that front. I need to be able to 
communicate effectively to the end 
sources which in most cases are small 
to medium sized businesses and public 
relations consultancies.

fiShinG in neW maRKetS 
Simon rush from razor Media explains to rebecca Derrington how she can use 

fishing tactics to build her business in the UK, US and Canadian markets.

18 |

if you can use The one 
group To kind of fish 
for The oThers ThaT 

would be ideal.
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SIMON: certainly the public relations 
group are fairly well defined again 
through associations and that sort of 
thing, so picking them off shouldn’t be 
that difficult. Have you thought about 
doing things like attributions, so perhaps 
offering incentives for a journalist to 
contribute sources to Sourcebottle?

REBECCA: I’m not quite sure how I would 
execute that.

SIMON: I’m not sure how you would 
either, but it is a way of actually getting 
yourself known to potential sources 
from the journalists’ 
end point rather than 
the beginning.

REBECCA: yes. It’s 
a great idea! Do 
you think journalists 
would be prepared 
to, or would they be 
reluctant to, alert their 
readers?

SIMON: they are 
certainly happy to 
make the attribution on their wire 
services. So I guess partially that would 
be about being a trust mark for local 
points of view. I understand your issue 
now a lot better which is around getting 
sources. If you can use the one group 
to kind of fish for the others that would 
be ideal. 

Part 2 – Behavioural Targeting 

REBECCA: I’m looking at options 
through social media, like advertising 
through Google and also Facebook 

advertising and possibly LinkedIn 
advertising. I’ve found that Facebook 
advertising has been quite effective, 
particularly because you can target 
demographically and geographically 
so well. Is there another effective way?

SIMON: I’ve looked at doing some of the 
more exotic forms of targeting. If you 
are finding Facebook effective, there’s 
a series of tactics and networks that you 
can use to do both behavioural and 
textual targeting. you can target people 
who have been active in particular 

forums. For example, 
if you are targeting 
industries and were, 
for instance, writing 
about retail, you can 
target people who 
have been on Harvey 
Norman websites in 
the last week. So it’s 
just adding a layer of 
context to your target 
group.

REBECCA: yes. So do 
you think as a cost effective measure, 
it’s actually quite good in terms of cost 
per subscriber?

SIMON: I think you need to experiment 
with it to see whether Facebook 
advertising is more effective than the 
other forms. It’s interesting to hear that 
you have found Facebook advertising 
effective. certainly a lot of our clients 
haven’t, although they weren’t that 
proactive in it.

there’s a series of  
TacTics and neTworks 
ThaT you can use To 
do boTh behavioural 

and TexTual  
TargeTing. you can 
TargeT people who 
have been acTive  

in parTicular forums.

wiTh journalisTs and pr  
agencies, boTh groups Tend To 

be defined in where They go and 
what they do – so you know 
They are fairly easy To find.



 
Recognising the  

time diffeRence
“you have got a very significant time difference and you 

very quickly discover in these situations that you can’t run Australian 

businesses during business hours and do business successfully in  

that part of the world. you have to have a strategy that says  

‘I’m going to start waking up at midnight and finish at midday’.”

 

GettinG in on  
the GRound

Bruce Copland from toga Group provides insights to  
rebecca Derrington on the realities of expanding into overseas markets.
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time Scale 
“I keep coming across people who think that for 

some reason or other they will end up building the 

business differently overseas to how they built it in 

Australia. you need to take yourself back to how 

you got yourself started here and say  

‘oK, I want to replicate that and alright 

maybe I’ll be better at it and I’ll maybe achieve  

it a little faster’. our experience is, in fact, that the 

time scale is pretty much the same.”

ReplicatinG 
the business

“If you start it from scratch here, you 
are starting it from scratch there.  

Whatever you did here that made  

you successful, and however you sourced  

it, is exactly how you should go about doing  

it over there.”

acceleRatinG 
your promotion
“If you can provide something for them 

[chambers of commerce], they may be 

prepared to accelerate the promotion of your 

services to members. typically, in the hotel 

industry, it’s fairly obvious. We can make  
a meeting room space available to  
a chamber of commerce to come 

and have a meeting that exposes people to  

the product and at the same time it facilitates 

their service, thus creating something  

for those sorts of associations to allow them  

to function via your service.  

That may be a way of being attractive.”

absorbing  
the things 

aRound you
“you forget how much knowledge of business 

and environment comes from the absorption 

of the things going on around about you in day 

to day life. If you don’t have somebody doing 

that... absorbing the newspapers and 
the press, listening to the commentary, seeing 

and hearing public opinion on talkback radio, all 

those sorts of things... giving you information 
which we all take for granted in 

everyday business life, and absorbing it, you 

have to get somebody who can do that and 

can feed that information to you in a way that 

you can make good sense of it.”

www.roundroom.com.au | 21

inveStinG in  
people on the Ground

“one of the things that we did in establishing businesses overseas was that we did invest 

in people on the ground in the areas where we wanted to be well in advance 
of actually being there. I know you are talking about a small budget, but I’m sure 

you may be able to find somebody of a like mind in those areas who can start to build 

those networks in the time zones that you are talking about. It’s extremely important.”



GettinG KnoWn 
Gregory will from PwC Private Clients suggests strategic  

and cost effective ways for rebecca Derrington from SourceBottle  
to get known by her “business” target market overseas.

22 |
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Get KnoWn in youR taRGet maRKet

Make sure that you are known in your target market.  

online social media is the cheapest way to do it.

uSe eStaBliShed BuSineSS GRoupS

Use business type groups like Chambers of Commerce,  

cEo interest groups and small business forums to reach  

“business” target markets.

Go into enGliSh SpeaKinG countRieS

The benefit of going to English speaking countries such as the  

US, UK and Canada, is that they can see what you are  

doing straight away.

find SimilaR BuSineSS foRumS aRound the WoRld

Find similar business forums around the world to those in Australia. 

they can help you tap into “business” target markets.  

Make sure you are known through these channels.

maKe youRSelf KnoWn on Social SiteS

Put yourself out there on Facebook, LinkedIn and other social sites  

to make yourself known to your “business” target markets.  

once your opportunity is known it should draw businesses to you.

uSe non-online channelS

the downside of using social sites to reach your target market 

 is that you only reach businesses that are online.  

So, use other forums such as chambers of commerce,  

to get to businesses that are not currently online. 

uSe youR oWn SeRviceS

Even though your business may be the infrastructure that  

provides the channel, consider using your own services to  

publicise your business.

Get KnoWn in youR taRGet maRKet’S puBlicationS

Get known by going into publications and newspapers which  

your target market is reading. your “business” target market  

can then put two and two together.



inSiGhtS

Entrepreneurs are visionaries,  

and in being so we often chase all the opportunities  

that fly past our nose. Successful business is about working out 

what you are really good at, and focusing on that rather than the 

next big opportunity that might come by.  

in short, become very good at one thing 
before you move on. 

Dale Gillham, Executive Director, Wealth Within Limited

 

CaShFLow  
ManageMent  

provides the foundations to  

creating & managing wealth.  

Never spend more than you can afford or  

borrow more that you can ever pay back.

Paul Dunn, Principal Financial Planner,  

Meridian Wealth Management

I have always said that the assets of  

any company go home at night.  

the most important assets are 
the employees – the people.  

they make a company or break a company.  

Hire slowly. Fire quickly. 

Sal Carrero, Former CEO, Chan & Naylor
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As a banker and consultant for over 20 years,  

I have seen the power of the external perspective. 
a FrESh SEt oF 

EyES Can CLariFy 
thoUGhtS, 

 identify and mitigate risks and maximise opportunities.  

the business owner’s passion and knowledge of their 

customers does the rest.

Sian Lewis, General Manager Business Banking, 

 Westpac Banking Corporation

the cashflow of a 
business is critical,  

whether supplying a product or providing a service. 

Knowing the quality and standing of the customer 

is very important when assessing the level of 

credit (if any) to offer. once an invoice is issued, 

Being Proactive  

in ensuring that there are no issues with either the 

work done or goods provided before the due 

payment date can save significant ‘cashflow 

pain’ down the track when the invoice is due for 

payment.

Marc Hutchinson, State Manager NSW, QLD & WA, 

Allianz Finance

It’s not about what you earn, 

 it’s what you do with it that counts.  

the more you earn, 
the more you spend  

and owning a home and paying off your debt 

doesn’t guarantee significant wealth.  

Invest your money where it works the hardest 

for the least amount of risk and live where you 

emotionally want to hang out.

Chris Gray, CEO, Empire Property Portfolio



the alchemy 
 of fundinG

Malcolm Lack, Director of alchemy Cordial Company,  
discovers options for accessing funding, including government grants. 

Business vision  
Global domination  

in the beverage market

nature of Business
Manufacturing of beverages

location of Business
QLD

Number of Staff
16-30

years of trading
10-20 years
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Alchemy cordial company manufactures and markets 
syrups, cordial and coffee syrups, and chai products. 
Alchemy’s products can be found in Australia and 
internationally, including Paris, London, USA, Bali, Dubai, 
Singapore, New Zealand and Hong Kong. Malcolm Lack, 
the Director of Alchemy, has grown the business in the 
last 15 years to employing 20 people using self funding 
with the other directors. Alchemy accessed a local 
government grant for product development a few  
years ago.

finance issue

Malcolm wishes to grow the business in Australia and 
overseas. Malcolm would like to explore other funding 
options to help this growth. He is particularly interested  
in government grants due to the contacts that may be  
met through the process.

Reasons for looking at other funding options

• Alchemy has been self funded by Malcolm and the  
 other directors. this brings with it limitations.

• With the GFC (global financial crisis), the availability of  
 funding from standard institutions was just that little   
 more difficult to get so Malcolm feels it is necessary to  
 explore other options that he does not know as well.

• Malcolm is particularly interested in how to identify   
 the grants available, how to find them and how to   
 access them.
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“wiTh The financial crisis...The availabiliTy 
of funding from sTandard insTiTuTions was 
jusT ThaT liTTle more difficulT To geT, so we 
need or wanT To explore some oTher opTions 
that we don’t know about as well...one of 
The exciTing Things abouT funding Through 
governmenT is The conTacTs ThaT you can 
creaTe Through ThaT process.”
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fundinG fictionS
Bruce Copland of toga Group discusses the fictions surrounding equity, grants,  

expenditure and reporting with Malcolm Lack of alchemy Cordial Company.

PART 1 – Equity, Grants & Expenditure

MALCOLM: What should I be thinking 
about in considering my funding options?

BRUCE: Well I’d 
like to pick on 
the control issue. 
If you are going 
to go after  
true equity, with 
that comes a 
genuine share 
in the business. If 
you have made 
the decision that you are not prepared 
to do that, and wish to retain that control, 
then that door is closed. So, don’t waste 
your time going down that route.

I’d also like to flag just one note of caution 
about a lot of the grant funding that’s 
available. A lot of that grant funding 

requires you to make 
the expenditure first, 
and then hope that 
you meet all the 
criteria to actually 
get it. Without 
denigrating any of 
the schemes, there 
are a number of 
these grant schemes 

where there are finite amounts of money 
and more applications made against 
them which qualify. you get a diluted grant 
at the end of the day simply because the 

nowadays, iTs your abiliTy 
To build a repuTaTion on  

predicTing whaT your  
resulTs are going To be  

6, 12, 18 monThs inTo The  
fuTure, and reliably  

delivering Those numbers.
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scheme was too successful and had to be 
spread out to more people.

I’d also flag some of the complexity of 
complying and applying for some of these 
grants. It may justify getting an expert in 
those particular areas to do it for you. 
Quite often, those grants require auditors 
with particular expertise in the type of 
application that you’re doing. It can well 
pay you to have somebody who is already 
in the business of auditing those sorts of 
grants to give you a few pointers before 
you start off down the route. 

I’m wearing very much a small business 
hat here as the sort of businesses we are 
in are really collections of small businesses. 
In those small 
businesses, the 
first thing we do, is 
always look to the 
expenditure that 
we are making to 
determine if all of 
it is really required 
and is worthwhile.

you need to look for other areas in your 
business where you may be leaking 
expenditure on things which one way or 
another you can change or do without, 
which has a double impact. you improve 
your profitability immediately and you may 
make it easier to attract other funding 
such as traditional bank cash flow lending. 
If you have a better proportion of profit 
in that cash flow, it’s much easier and 
less expensive to attract those sorts of 
funds. one source of capital is your own 
expenditure. Stop making it in areas where 
you don’t need to make it and apply it 
where you really want to make it work.

MALCOLM:  that’s an interesting 
perspective. that’s excellent.

 

PART 2- Number Reflections & Predictions

MALCOLM: Is there anything else I should 
be thinking about?

BRUCE: one of the things which people 
get sensitive about is producing financial 
information and sharing that early on in 
these situations [raising funds]. 

One of the first things I look at when I’m 
looking at any small business is quality and 
regularity of their own internal financial and 
management reporting. If that’s reliable, 
and is providing good indicators of what 
the business is doing and being thrown 
off as an automatic bi-product of the 
processes of the business without any great 
heartache, it gives me a lot of comfort. We 

can start looking 
at the business in 
the knowledge 
that anything that 
we do, will be 
reflected quickly in 
those numbers. 

It is quite different 
moving into a 

business that produces an annual set of 
accounts which has a surprise once a year. 
It is very hard to tell where we’re going on 
the way through.

MALCOLM: So when it comes to funding an 
organisation, the business acumen of the 
key stakeholders is very important?

BRUCE: yes. I’d add one more comment in 
there as well. once upon a time, institutions 
and lenders were interested in historical 
results and what the business had been 
doing to the exclusion of almost anything 
else. Nowadays, it’s your ability to build a 
reputation on predicting what your results 
are going to be 6, 12, 18 months into the 
future, and reliably delivering those numbers. 
that gives them tremendous comfort. It will 
make your negotiations significantly easier 
if you develop a track record of strong 
forecasting of what your results are going to 
be over the medium term horizon.

one source of capiTal is 
your own expendiTure. sTop 

making iT in areas where 
you don’t needto make it 

and applyiT where you  
really wanT To make iT work.



precaution on GRantS
“I will also provide some warning or precaution on grants.  

Having been through the Export Marketing Development Grant (EDMG),  
it does require that you spend the money upfront  
and then hope for a return in the future. So it’s nothing that can really  

be relied on. We tend to view it as a nice bonus if you get it,  

but don’t expect any help whatsoever from the grants system.”

Reality cheque 
Simon rush from razor Media warns Malcolm Lack about  

some of the unforseen implications of funding arrangements.
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costs in  
time & eneRGy 

“there are professionals and organisations that 

will help you or assist you in the development of 

your application for those grants. they can 
be enormously time consuming. the 

burden of compliance with the government’s 

requirements for their submissions for grants can 

be such that we have walked away from them a 

number of times because who can be bothered 

actually putting them together. It will cost us more 

in time and energy to do it than we are likely to 

receive in return.”

aligning goals  
with key  

SupplieRS
“I would say that one of the other benefits 

of non-traditional financing [from suppliers] 

is getting suppliers invested in your success. 

So it’s about an alignment of your goals 

with your key suppliers. Whilst it may not 

yield huge amounts financially, what it 

may do is get excellent results relationally. 

through your relationships you can trade  

for all sorts of things which are valuable 

such as increasing stock distribution, 

widening your availability and displaying 

your point of sale materials. All of those 

things are of value to you.”

intrusive &  
unwelcome  

vs helpful &  
inteReStinG

“the commercial options for  funding 

tend to be highly conditional... so there 

is an expectation of a return on that, an 

expectation of equity in the business or an 

expectation of control and input... some of 

which a business such as yours might find 

intrusive and unwelcome versus helpful and 

interesting. But I think finding the 
right one can be a great way 

of doing it.”

tRanSpaRency
“the transparency of the business [is important 

for people looking to fund your organisation]. 

You’d be able to look at it and get 
a picture of its underlying viability 

through the management accounts. 
I think that while the character of the business 

owner is important, what any institution would 

look at are the underlying things and they’re the 

sorts of disciplines you need to have.”
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SmaRt money  
Gregory will of PwC Private Clients outlines to Malcolm Lack of alchemy  
Cordial Company a number of smart funding options and considerations.

deteRmininG the BeSt fundinG option

there are a number of opportunities out there. It comes down to how much you need, 

how strong the business is and what you are looking to spend the money on. If a 

financier is involved, it is relevant how much return they are going to get on their money.

uSe GoveRnment GRantS SmaRtly

Go to the website at www.ausindustry.gov.au to see the many different grants 

available. Grants are good in order to get that initial piece of funding to grow the 

business. However, they are not for an infinite period. They only go over a certain 

period of time. the government puts grants into place for certain industries or types 

of activities they are looking to stimulate. Look at grants in terms of not just the 

money, but what strings are attached to that grant. Do not make the business viable 

purely off the back of grant funding because that funding could stop at any point in 

time. Make sure there is a viable business there. 
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conSideR caSh floW financinG

Banks will fund off the back of the business through a cash flow type of lending. 

you don’t need to bring in your house or other security but must have strong orders 

coming through, strong cash flow or a large build of stock.

SqueeZe moRe out of youR WoRKinG capital

Many businesses get tied up in working capital. they have cash tied up in stock or 

debtors, or are looking for cash to keep the business going or to make sure there is 

some left over to spend in other areas. Most financiers will look at your working capital 

mix to see if you could squeeze out a bit more. they will look at your stock turns, your 

debtor days, how quickly you are paying your creditors and your break-even point. this 

is to see how much money you use. It is also to know that if you did need money, what 

areas you would spend it on and how it could be done in different ways.

taKe advantaGe of the inveStment alloWance

the government put in an investment allowance to try to stimulate businesses to 

buy additional plant and equipment and get accelerated depreciation on that 

equipment. you can get deductions a lot quicker in your business and free up cash  

if you take advantage of this.

RaiSe capital that iS “SmaRt money”

With venture capital, it comes down to what the current owners want out of the 

business. the money side of it is typically easier. Where venture capital helps is not just 

the money, but “smart money” - being the skill sets, interests and advice that they 

can bring to the business and that the business needs.

conSideR touch pointS in youR BuSineSS

Look at the different touch points within your business, whether they are suppliers or 

clients. there may be some sort of commercial opportunity. For example, if a supplier 

can improve their business by improving yours, they may be interested in investing 

in your business. It could involve selling equity, obtaining extended credit terms or 

discounted products, or being more commercial (such as agreeing to put  

all purchases through one supplier in return for a drop in price).

conSideR leaSinG, hiRinG oR RentinG

Look at leasing, hiring or renting plant and equipment. This can defer that cash flow 

effect rather than having to pay for it all upfront.

conSideR fRanchiSinG

With going into new areas or looking to expand your business, consider franchising  

as a way to fund the capital costs of growing your business.



inSiGhtS

As a starting point with any critical issue, you 

have to develop a clear picture of what 

you are dealing with as soon as possible. 

Start with a clean piece 
of paper and describe 

the challenge in a single 
sentence. then outline the impact 

on the core areas of your business including 

how it affects the business. Without maximum 

visibility you can’t make any real progress 

in overcoming the challenge - you must first 

understand what you’re dealing with and what 

the priorities are across the business.

Tim Schneideman, Head of Strategy  

& Acquisitions, Jigsaw Capital

taKE a StEP 
BaCKwarDS  

- engage your trusted advisors and 

spend some time on the business, rather 

than in the business. A new perspective 

can change outcomes.

Gerald Teh, Associate Director,  

GE Capital

From a corporate finance point of view,  

GEt thE CaPitaL 
StrUCtUrE riGht  

and get the alignment of interests right. If you are at a point where 

you want to list your company, there are advantages with keeping a 

whole chunk of it private. Make sure your employees, shareholders and 

yourself as a business owner are aligned through incentive structures. 

For example, lock yourself in with an equity component in your business 

so you just can’t walk away from it and put in place an incentive 

scheme for your employees.

Brett Penprase, Assistant Vice President,  

Partners Group
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As simple as it sounds, I always like to

Draw a viSUaL oF My 
CLiEnt’S StrUCtUrE. 

Having a visual in front of the client at the same time as 

discussing their business really helps to ensure the structure 

is right for them. I also like to consider if they are carrying 

out any activities during the year that could be research 

and development as there are great incentives out there.

Mariana von-Lucken, Tax Partner, HLB Mann Judd

Make sure you look at your own business in isolation because by 
following the herd you are not 
going to get the exceptional 
growth you are looking for.  

this is particularly important when  

the economy is a little bit sluggish.

Gregory Will, Partner, PwC Private Clients

Begin with the end in mind  

– if you can manage your business with a 

strategic exit plan  

in mind for every decision (am I getting  

closer to my strategic outcome with this decision?),  

you will ultimately maximise the value  

you can extract upon exit.

Craig West, CEO, Succession Plus



adviSoR diRectoRy 

Paul Dunn, Principal Financial Planner,  
Meridian wealth Management   
Roles available for: Advisory board, board of Directors, Professional/Expert Advisor

Type of Advice: Financial planning, investment, superannuation, self managed super funds 
(SMSF), insurance & estate planning

Specialisation: Superannuation & self managed super funds (SMSF), personal and keyman 
insurances, business protection & succession planning, estate planning securities (shares and 
managed funds), executive share & options portfolio management

Paul is the founding director and Principal Advisor of Meridian Wealth Management. Paul has 
become a highly sought-after professional financial advisor who is skilled at providing high 
level strategic advice and guidance across the full spectrum of wealth management and 
personal finances. Paul is a Certified Financial Planner and specialises in advising executives, 
expatriates, families, high net worth clients, investors and small businesses to protect, grow, 
manage and distribute their assets. 

impartial  •  transparent  •  trusted
Enquire

Sal Carrero, Former CEo, Chan & naylor     
Roles available for: Advisory board, board of Directors, Professional/Expert Advisor, Mentor

Type of Advice: Strategic, financial and marketing advice

Specialisation: Marketing and lead generation in the professional area

Sal Carrero is the former CEO of Chan & Naylor, one of Australia’s leading accountancy firms. 
before joining chan & Naylor, Sal was Queensland State Manager for Lawfund, a membership 
based company that supplied finance solutions to the clients of solicitors, accounting firms, 
financial planners and real estate agents. Sal then returned to Sydney to become Lawfund’s 
Business Development Director of New South Wales Head Office. Sal restructured the financial 
and business model as well as all the marketing collateral for Lawfund. In 2002, Sal became the 
National Sales and Marketing Director, helping the company grow over 500% over the next three 
years. In 2006, Sal was instrumental in the trade sale of Lawfund to publicly listed company First Folio. 

Passionate  •  results Driven  •  Leader 
Enquire

Dale Gillham, Founder & Executive Director, wealth within Limited       
Roles available for: Advisory board, board of Directors, Mentor

Type of Advice: Sales and marketing, and training in the financial services sector

Specialisation: construction and delivery of training, personal development, sales 
management, public speaking

Dale Gillham has a history in banking and finance, however for the past 15 years has 
specialised more in accredited education and training in wealth creation and financial 
services. Dale is the author of the best selling ‘How to beat the Managed Funds by 20%’ and 
the Diploma and Advanced Diploma of Share trading and Investment. Dale is a sought 
after public speaker for both industry and public and also has extensive experience in public 
relations, dealing with all media. Dale is a regular contributor to many local and national 
newspapers, magazines and television and has decades of experience in sales and running 
sales teams.

integrity  •  intuitive  •  Passionate. 
Enquire

Exclusive to Full Members of the round room

the round room provides a service to enable Full Members to retain Advisors directly and independently of the round room. the 
round room does not act as agent for, and does not provide any warranties or representations on behalf of, any Advisor or Full 
Member. Advisors and Full Members should make their own enquiries. the content in this publication is accurate as at october 2011.36 |
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Chris Gray, CEo, Empire Property Portfolio          
Roles available for: Advisory board, board of Directors, Professional/Expert Advisor

Type of Advice: Investing and financial advice relating to homes and investment property

Specialisation: residential real estate and personal investing

At the age of 22, chris realised that a three bedroom house was more affordable than a  
one bedroom unit as he could rent out two rooms to friends and effectively live for free. At 31,  
chris retired from full time work at Deloitte when he realised that a high salary is no guarantee 
of wealth and lifestyle and it’s not about what you earn, it’s what you do with it that counts. 
chris now educates professionals and high net worth individuals in how better to manage 
their personal finances and accumulate real wealth. And for some, he buys and renovates 
properties on their behalf, repeating what he does for himself. chris presents on a number of 
different tV programs and lives on stage nationally and internationally. chris is the Speaker/
Host of ‘your Property Empire’ on Sky News business channel, the real Estate Expert on  
channel ten’s ‘the renovators’ and has written four books.

Contrarian  •  Entrepreneurial  •  Energetic
Enquire

Marc hutchinson, State Manager nSw, QLD & wa,  
allianz Finance                
Roles available for: Advisory board

Type of Advice: Cashflow solutions for growing businesses, facilitating mergers and acquisitions, 
security transfers and new start entities

Specialisation: Receivables finance solutions for small to medium sized businesses

Marc Hutchinson commenced in the Receivables Finance industry in 1998 in the UK working  
as an auditor for close brothers Merchant banking Group in their receivables Finance Division. 
He then moved to Brisbane in 2002 from the UK and worked for Bank of Qld (BoQ) initially 
assisting to set up their receivables Finance audit function before moving into other operations 
and sales roles remaining within boQ receivables Finance. Marc moved to Sydney in 2005 as 
part of the boQ interstate expansion project before joining Allianz Finance as State Manager  
in mid 2011.

Passionate  •  Customer Focused  •  tenacious
Enquire

Sian Lewis, General Manager Business Banking,  
westpac Banking Corporation              
Roles available for: Mentor, coach

Type of Advice: Banking and finance, change management, organisation design,  
process reengineering

Specialisation: Delivering major programs of change, understand the systems, process  
and people implications of executing programs of work

Sian Lewis began her career in Human resources before moving to line roles in sales and 
customer services. Sian worked for ten years as a management consultant with KPMG in 
Europe, enabling her to work across multiple industries in Europe, America and Australia.  
Sian specialised in delivering large scale change working closely with senior leaders to ensure 
benefits were delivered. Since joining Westpac, Sian has been leading Westpac’s support for 
small and medium sized businesses, ensuring the right expertise on the ground via 400 local 
business bankers and developing the products and services to support business success.

analytical  •  Pragmatic  •  insightful
Enquire

the round room provides a service to enable Full Members to retain Advisors directly and independently of the round room. the 
round room does not act as agent for, and does not provide any warranties or representations on behalf of, any Advisor or Full 
Member. Advisors and Full Members should make their own enquiries. the content in this publication is accurate as at october 2011.



adviSoR diRectoRy 

tim Schneideman, head of Strategy & acquisitions, Jigsaw Capital      
Roles available for: Professional/Expert Advisor

Type of Advice:  Strategic advice on all aspects of business with a specialist focus on marketing

Specialisation: Guiding the development of strategic plans for dynamic businesses in any industry

After law school and beginning as a trainee stockbroker and then art gallery curator, tim settled 
on a career in advertising. A key role with Mojo Auckland led him to Sydney in 1999. tim left Mojo 
to lead the launch of a start-up agency’s Melbourne office, before leaving that to begin his own. 
this business continues today and has been purchased by the private equity business that tim is 
now a shareholder in and director of. tim still maintains a passion for marketing, but in recent years 
has focused more holistically on broader business challenges and opportunities, aiming  
to maximise investments and effectively advise many others.

Strategic  •  Energetic  •  Direct 
Enquire

Brett Penprase, assistant vice President, Partners Group     
Roles available for: Advisory board, Professional/Expert Advisor, Mentor, coach

Type of Advice: General advice in private equity, corporate finance, investment,  
markets and economics

Specialisation: Private equity, corporate finance, capital structures, investment markets,  
capital markets economics and business management, business operations, sales and marketing

Brett Penprase is a member of the investment solutions team in the Sydney office of Partners 
Group AG. His responsibilities include investment origination in Private Equity, Debt, real Estate 
and Infrastructure as well as client relations in Australia. Prior to joining Partners Group, brett 
was responsible for investment manager selection, joint venture partnerships and consulting 
relationships as well as being an investment specialist for Zurich Investments. Previously, he held 
a number of operational roles at tyndall, an Australian equity boutique. He holds a bachelor’s 
degree in business from the University of Technology, Sydney.

Passionate  •  innovative  •  Lateral thinker 
Enquire

Gerald teh, associate Director, GE Capital       
Roles available for: Advisory board, Professional/Expert Advisor

Type of Advice: capital structure and debt advisory 

Specialisation: capital structuring and arranging access to debt and equity, access to an 
extensive network that can raise debt or equity to facilitate businesses

Gerald Teh is Associate Director at GE Capital, one of the largest financial lenders in Australia 
and New Zealand. Gerald has spent 12 years in banking, spanning business and corporate 
banking with the likes of NAb, St George and GE capital. Specialising in the middle market, 
Gerald has an understanding of cash flow analysis and can facilitate outcomes in relation 
to capital structure. Gerald has an extensive network that can place a variety of capital 
requirements, whether it be small SME business or large complex corporate debt. Gerald’s 
network also gives him access to equity capital markets that can facilitate growth and  
mergers & acquisitions.

results orientated  •  imaginative  •  Passionate
Enquire

Exclusive to Full Members of the round room

the round room provides a service to enable Full Members to retain Advisors directly and independently of the round room. the 
round room does not act as agent for, and does not provide any warranties or representations on behalf of, any Advisor or Full 
Member. Advisors and Full Members should make their own enquiries. the content in this publication is accurate as at october 2011.38 |
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Mariana von-Lucken, tax Partner, hLB Mann Judd         
Roles available for: Advisory board, board of Directors, Professional/Expert Advisor, Mentor

Type of Advice: tax and business advisory and tax compliance

Specialisation:  Income tax advice provided in a practical manner, in relation to set up, 
restructure, sale or purchase of a business. Advice on r&D tax incentives, Fbt, GSt and many 
other income tax issues that can save money

Mariana von-Lucken is an experienced and highly respected taxation professional. Following 
time with accounting firm Coopers & Lybrand, including time spent in the Prague office, Mariana 
joined HLb Mann Judd in mid-2000. Mariana’s expertise covers several broad areas including 
advising funds management businesses in relation to taxation matters, as well as advice in 
relation to year end tax distributions, advising businesses in relation to international transfer pricing 
issues, including tax compliance and documentation, r&D concessions for businesses seeking to 
maximise their entitlements, advising a wide range of businesses and not-for-profits on strategies 
for minimising their fringe benefits tax liabilities and advising both vendors and purchasers in 
relation to the taxation implications that relate to various transactions. 

Practical  •  Solution Focused  •  reliable
Enquire

Gregory will, Partner, PwC Private Clients                
Roles available for: Professional/Expert Advisor, Mentor

Type of Advice: Business advisory, audit, tax and corporate finance

Specialisation: corporate, business and functional strategy, performance improvement, value 
creation, change management, business advisory and mentoring, accounting and tax services

Gregory Will is a Partner and National Head of Advisory for Middle Market companies at Pwc 
in Sydney. He has worked in professional practice for 18 years. Greg assists businesses with 
performance improvement, cost reduction, strategic design and implementation to increase 
growth and deliver sustainable and measurable business value. He has experience in business 
advisory, audit, tax and corporate finance in both Australia and abroad. Greg is media 
spokesman for Pwc on private business issues and is the nominated representative on the  
firm’s global Private Client committee. He commentates in national and local press on 
increasing business value and regularly appears on Sky television’s business channel as  
an authority on strategically growing businesses. 

Commercial  •  reliable  •  relationship Driven
Enquire

Craig west, CEo, Succession Plus           
Roles available for: Advisory board, Professional Expert/Advisor, Mentor

Type of Advice: business succession and exit planning, design and implementation

Specialisation: capital gains tax, employee share plans, business sales, mergers and acquisitions

craig West is a strategic accountant who has built a specialised advisory practice focused on 
assisting small business owners design, plan and implement their exit and succession planning 
strategy. Utilising a suite of unique tools and processes, including employee stock ownership 
plans (ESoPs), craig focuses on maximising business value. craig is a cPA and has been 
advising businesses in management, taxation and accounting issues for over 15 years. He 
specialises in business structuring and succession planning and has had extensive experience 
working with clients to improve their financial performance with proven results. Craig has 
conducted numerous seminars and presentations throughout Australia, is one of only five 
Australians to be qualified as a certified exit planning adviser and has recently commenced a 
PhD in business Succession.

insightful  •  relentless  •  Strategic
Enquire

the round room provides a service to enable Full Members to retain Advisors directly and independently of the round room. the 
round room does not act as agent for, and does not provide any warranties or representations on behalf of, any Advisor or Full 
Member. Advisors and Full Members should make their own enquiries. the content in this publication is accurate as at october 2011.



the round room is an advisory service for 
entrepreneurs and CEos who wish to take their 

business to the next level. 

the round room acts as a quasi-advisory board 
to offer high level expertise, guidance,  

support, focus and accountability. 

Stimulate lateral thinking and problem solving. 

Collaborate on real business issues  
with like-minded peers. 

access tailored advice from the most successful 
entrepreneurs & business leaders in australia. 

See www.roundroom.com.au


